After Renovation Checklist
What to do Post Renovation
Finally it is the end of your long renovation ride. Your dream home has finally come true.
Before you invite guests or plan any gathering ensure for different areas of your homes
for no issues and rectify if any.
Walls
 Check for no patches of wall paint.
 If you have got wallpaper installed, check for no bubbles in wallpaper.
Carpentry Work














Always check the workmanship of the tailored furniture in your homes like
TV Unit and other Storage
Shoes Cabinet
Dining Area Counters(if any)
Wardrobe
Kitchen Cabinets and Storage
Bookshelves and Other Counters, and others.
Touch and feel the surface of each wood piece. Ensure the edges and neatly
done. Sand the edges if sharp, especially if you have kids at home. ( click here
for Quick tips to Baby-proof your homes)
Check for to air bubbles in Laminates.
Ensure to doors and door handles of the cabinets and rooms are fastened
decorously. Open and Close the door to check this.
Ensure the trolley fittings to be smooth for easy movement. Again Open and
Close the trolley to check this.

Electrical and Plumbing








Make sure the lights are suitably installed.
Ensure the ambient lights and other décor lights are installed as planned.
Make sure the lights are in working conditions. Switch On-Off the lights to check
this.
Confirm for all electrical appliances to be running properly.
Check all pipes for no leakage.
Ensure all taps and faucets in kitchen, bathroom and toilet to be running suitably.
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Is the flush functioning rightly?
Check bathroom for Hot-Cold water to flow to appropriate channel.

Flooring and Wall Tiles







Walk barefoot on flooring to check if the flooring work has be successfully
completed.
Walk to floor to check if the tiles are laid in one level.
Carefully notice the tile joint to neat finish.
Make sure there are no cracked tiles or marbles installed.
Make sure the flooring is evenly polished incase of Marbles used as flooring
material.

Sliding Window, Frame and Grill





Make sure the frame is correctly installed. There are no small holes left.
Make sure there are suitable number of sections installed for your sliding
windows of each room.
Are the sliding windows installed with smooth runners and suitable locks?

Final Check




Walk through the entire home once again to make sure for issues in any Interior
Part of your homes.
Lastly ensure your contractor or Interior Designer gives over properly cleaned
home before final handover.
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Last Year alone,

Contractorbhai’s Design Service
helped over 1,000 Home Owners finish their Projects.

SHOW ME HOW 3D DESIGN SERVICE WORKS
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